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This essay considers an early eighteenth-century quarrel about the geographical dimensions of Paris and London. The dispute involved representatives of the Académie Royale des Sciences in Paris and the Royal Society in London. The three participants—Guillaume Delisle (1675–1726), Jean-Jacques Dortous de Mairan (1678–1771) and Peter Davall (?–1763)—were French, the first two resident in Paris, the third an exiled Huguenot based in London. From an initial, relatively trivial, confusion about trigonometrical calculations, this inconclusive debate ultimately embraced several wider questions about the nature of cities in classical antiquity and early eighteenth-century Europe, the changing meaning of urban life on the eve of the industrial age, the relationship between population size and urban space, and the relative economic, political and cultural vitality of Catholic absolutist France and Protestant Hanoverian England. Informed by rival claims promoted by Cartesians and Newtonians in London and Paris, the dispute also reflected a pre-existing tension within the Paris Academy about the remit of established and emerging scientific disciplines, specifically astronomy and geography. Subsequent cartographic representations of these two cities, including the Plan Turgot of Paris in the 1730s and the Rocque map of London in the 1740s, can be re-considered with reference to this now forgotten controversy.
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INTRODUCTION

On 11 April 1725, Guillaume Delisle, a renowned French cartographer and astronomer, delivered a lecture at one of the twice-weekly meetings of the Académie Royale des Sciences (henceforth Academy of Sciences) in the Palais du Louvre in central Paris.¹
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The printed mémoire of this lecture, published two years later in the Academy’s annual proceedings, is a pioneering statement of urban geography, an early attempt to consider cities as distinctive, measurable and dynamic environments whose geographical dimensions can be compared across time and space. Based on his own survey of Paris, similar evidence from London and a close reading of classical texts, Delisle concluded that Paris extended over a slightly larger area of the Earth’s surface than London. He also claimed that Paris and London were far larger than any of the cities in the ancient world.²

Drawing on recent research on the intellectual and spatial histories of early modern cities, this essay re-considers Delisle’s investigations and the ensuing dispute between prominent figures from the Academy of Sciences and the Royal Society. This controversy was implicated in a wider conflict within the Paris Academy between rival advocates of Cartesianism and Newtonianism, a dispute that also informed pre-existing tensions about the nature and extent of the established hegemonic science of astronomy and the emerging proto-science of geography. The essay concludes by assessing the impact of the Delisle controversy on subsequent cartographic representations of urban environments, specifically the Plan Turgot of Paris in the 1730s and the Rocque map of London in the 1740s.³

THE DISPUTE DELINEATED

From the published mémoire, it is impossible to know how Delisle’s lecture was organized, though the text implies that two printed maps of roughly the same 1:10 000 scale were displayed for the audience’s edification, one showing Paris, the other London. The Paris map had been prepared almost a decade earlier by Delisle himself, ‘principalement pour comparer la grandeur de cette Ville à celles des autres Villes du Monde anciennes et modernes’ (figure 1).⁴ This map was based on a comprehensive topographic survey of the city’s streets and squares carried out by Delisle and his younger brother Joseph-Nicolas, a fellow Academy astronomer, in the spring and early summer of 1716. The two men had hauled their unwieldy survey equipment to the uppermost vantage points of ‘les endroits les plus éminents’ across the city, including the Observatory, the twin towers of Notre Dame cathedral, the Bastille and the city’s main gateways.⁵

The resulting measurements formed part of the Academy’s national survey of a meridian line stretching from beneath the dome of the Paris Observatory north to


⁴ ‘principally to compare the size of this Town with the sizes of other towns in the ancient and modern worlds’. Delisle, op. cit. (note 2), M50. Accents, spelling and capitalization in French quotations, here and below, are included as they appear in the original texts, regardless of modern usage.

Dunkirk and south to Perpignan. Repeatedly re-surveyed by Academy astronomers through the eighteenth century, the national meridian later served as the axis of a new and more accurate map of France, the carte des principaux triangles, completed in 1744. The initial results of the Academy’s meridian survey were described in De la grandeur et de la figure de la terre: suite des mémoires de l’Académie royale des sciences, a 300-page supplement to the HARS, published in 1720, by Cassini II, who also reported his findings in a lecture on 12 November 1718, later published as J. Cassini, ‘De la grandeur de la terre et de sa figure’, HARS 20, 245–256 (1718). This mémoire does not appear in the original edition of the 1718 HARS, printed in 1720, but only in a later 1741 printing.

7 The title of the 1:1 750 000 national map, completed in 1744, was Nouvelle carte qui comprend les principaux triangles qui servent de fondement à la Description géométrique de la France. Levée par ordre du Roy par Messrs. Maraldi et Cassini de Thury, de
opening instalment of this larger project and the first city plan orientated around the national meridian.\(^8\)

In preparation for his 1725 lecture, Delisle altered his map of Paris by hand to show recent changes to the city’s built environment, based on his own investigations. For an equivalent representation of London, he relied on a copy of Robert Morden and Philip Lea’s 1700 plan of the city, also adjusted by hand using information about recent changes to the English capital provided by an unnamed Londoner, ‘un homme exact & intelligent’, whose identity was never subsequently revealed but who also helped Delisle convert English to French units of measurement (figure 2).\(^9\) The Morden and Lea map was not based on an

---


accurate triangulation survey of London, Delisle acknowledged, but was the best recent image of the city at a comparable scale to his own map of Paris.

These two annotated maps, neither of which could be reproduced in Delisle’s published mémoire, revealed the very different morphologies of the two cities. Paris was still tightly enclosed at the time by circular boulevards that replaced the defensive enceinte des fossés jaune, erected in the 1630s by architect Jacques Lemercier. An impressive road network connected both sides of the Seine, criss-crossing the open parkland in the faubourgs Saints Germain, Michel, Jacques, Victor and Marcel. London, by contrast, was an elongated sprawl along the north bank of the Thames, with far less development south of the river.

An active Parisian could have walked between opposing points on the perimeter boulevards in less than an hour, the north–south journey facilitated by half a dozen bridges across the Seine. A similarly healthy Londoner would have required two hours to walk east to west across the city’s farthest extent, from Lime Kiln Dock to St James’s Palace. A north–south stroll, from Shoreditch along Bishops Gate Street, London Bridge (still the only crossing point on the Thames) and the built-up roads south of the river in Southwark, would have taken less than 30 minutes.

To calculate the spatial extent of the Parisian built environment, Delisle created a graticule of ‘quarrés parfaits’ across his 1716 map. ‘Perfect squares’, in this context, are measures of areal extent based on the different ratios of latitude to longitude at different positions on the Earth’s surface. On Delisle’s map of Paris, ‘perfect squares’ were in fact rectangles enclosed by uneven meridian and parallel sides derived from the map’s scale and a basic trigonometric calculation of the ratio of latitude to longitude for a location 48.5 degrees north of the equator, the single measure of latitude Delisle selected for the entire city. For this position on the Earth’s surface, ‘perfect squares’ required each degree of latitude on the meridian line to be matched by 1.34 degrees of longitude on the parallel line, or as Delisle expressed this himself: ‘comme sous le Parallele de Paris, 15 degrés de latitude en valent 20 de longitude’ (figure 3).

To calculate ‘à quelle portion du Ciel les différentes parties de cette Ville répondent’, Delisle simply counted the number and proportions of ‘perfect squares’ covered by built-up areas on his modified 1716 map, tabulating the results to allow future adjustments based on new surveys of the city’s expanding limits. According to Delisle’s calculations, Paris encompassed 63 ‘perfect squares’, which equated to 3 538 647 ‘toises quarrés’.10

To generate a comparable figure for London, Delisle drew a similar graticule of ‘perfect squares’ over his updated version of Morden and Lea’s 1700 map. Although no details are provided in his mémoire, the implication is that the ‘perfect squares’ Delisle drew across the Morden and Lea map were adjusted to take into account London’s more northerly latitude, also simplified into a single, though unspecified, measure for the entire city. Based on this consistent method, and using apparently comparable spatial units for London’s different latitude, Delisle calculated that the English capital covered 60 ‘perfect squares’, or 3 370 140 ‘toises quarrés’. Paris was one-twentieth larger than London, Delisle concluded, and if the parks and gardens of both cities were also included, the dimensions of Paris exceeded those of London by closer to one-sixth.11

10 ‘as under the parallel of Paris, 15 degrees of latitude equate to 20 of longitude’; ‘what portion of the Heavens the different parts of this Town correspond’. Delisle, op. cit. (note 2), M51. The French ‘toise’ (equivalent to six French ‘pieds’) was based at this time on the ‘toise de Châtelet’, an iron bar fixed into the wall of Grand Châtelet in central Paris, ca 1.949 metres in length. A ‘toise quarré’ was, therefore, ca 3.799 square metres.
11 Delisle, op. cit. (note 2), M53.
In the remainder of his mémoire, Delisle provided speculative observations on other early eighteenth-century cities, including Rome (which he claimed was far smaller than London), Constantinople (which he estimated to be roughly the same size as London), Cairo (for which he drew on the surveys of Jean-Mathieu de Chazelles, the first to measure the size and configuration of the Great Pyramids), Isfahan and several Chinese cities. This was followed by similar commentaries on the likely sizes of ancient cities, including Alexandria, Babylon, Ecbatana, Nineveh, Rome and Susa. In his discussion of ancient Rome, Delisle referred to contemporary descriptions by Dionysius of Halicarnassus and seventeenth-century commentaries by Isaac Vossius, the Dutch scholar and bibliophile, and Lucas Holstenius, the German Catholic humanist and Vatican librarian under Innocent X. He also made use of the Carte dell’Agro Romano, prepared in the late seventeenth century by Francesco Eschinardi, the Jesuit mathematician. Delisle’s digressions on ancient measures of distance and on the cities of Bologna and Modena were informed by sources as varied as Strabo and Ptolemy, the fourteenth-century Kurdish historian and geographer Abulfeda.
and the calculations of Willebrord Snellius, Giovanni Battista Riccioli and Giovanni Domenico Cassini.\(^\text{13}\) Delisle’s lecture was his last contribution to the Academy. Less than a year later, on 25 January 1726, the 51-year old map-maker collapsed and died from a heart attack on a Parisian street.\(^\text{14}\) In a summary of the Academy’s activities in 1725, published after the usual two-year delay, Bernard Le Bovier de Fontenelle, the permanent secretary, mentioned Delisle’s lecture only in passing and hinted, in an otherwise affectionate \textit{éloge} to his former colleague, that the \textit{mémoire} of Delisle’s final performance had been selected for publication not for its scientific value but as a posthumous tribute to a popular, recently deceased colleague.\(^\text{15}\)

On 19 June 1728, a few months after Delisle’s \textit{mémoire} was published, William Rutty, an English physician and secretary at the Royal Society, received a letter at his London home in Salisbury Court from Peter Davall, with whom he was evidently acquainted.\(^\text{16}\) Davall claimed to have ‘accidentally met with a volume of the memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris’ in which Delisle’s \textit{mémoire} was printed. ‘I have made an extract of it’, continued Davall, ‘with some observations upon an error wch I think the author has been guilty of. And as there are many persons inquisitive into matters of this kind who do not understand French, I have taken the liberty to send it you enclos’d, that you may, if you think proper, communicate to your society.’\(^\text{17}\)

Delisle’s trigonometrical calculations were incorrect, insisted Davall, as standard tables of sines and cosines demonstrated. For a location with a mean latitude 48.5 degrees north of the equator, ‘the Proportion of the Degrees of a Great Circle to those of the Parallel of Paris will by a Table of Sines be found to be as 1 to .6580326. Whereas according to Mr. de Lisle, that Proportion is only as 20 to 15, or 1 to .75’. ‘Perfect squares’ on a map of Paris divided by 15 seconds of latitude along the meridian lines should be matched by more than 22 seconds of longitude on the parallel lines, not 20 as Delisle stated. By counting imperfect ‘perfect squares’ that were slightly smaller than they should have been in order to calculate the city’s spatial extent, Delisle had over-estimated the city’s dimensions ‘by near one seventh’. London was not the smaller of the two cities but in fact ‘one fourteenth greater than Paris’, based on a correct application of Delisle’s own method.\(^\text{18}\)

In his concluding remarks, Davall conceded that Delisle had raised an interesting question about the geographies of Paris and London that had wider implications. The question would only be satisfactorily resolved, however, when ‘some able person’ prepared an ‘accurate survey & measurement of London, wch we have not, and which I think would be of general use’. Whoever embarked on ‘a more exact Mensuration of London than any we yet have … cannot follow a better Method than that Mr. de Lisle has taken’.\(^\text{19}\)

\(^{13}\) Delisle, op. cit. (note 2), M53–57. For comments on how classical authorities were themselves interested in comparative urban assessments, see L. Pfuntner, ‘Death and birth in the urban landscape: Strabo on Troy and Rome’, \textit{Cl. Ant.} \textbf{36} (1), 33–51 (2017).

\(^{14}\) Anon. (B. Le Bovier de Fontenelle), ‘Éloge de M. Delisle’, \textit{HARS} \textbf{28}, H75–84 (1726), p. 84.

\(^{15}\) \textit{Ibid.} For more on the \textit{éloges} to academicians, see C. B. Paul, \textit{Science and immortality: the éloges of the Paris Academy of Sciences (1699–1791)} (University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1980).

\(^{16}\) The large literature on the Royal Society in this period has been effectively reviewed in recent works, notably A. Wragge-Morley, \textit{Aesthetic science: representing nature in the Royal Society of London, 1650–1720} (University of Chicago Press, 2020).

\(^{17}\) Royal Society Archives [RSA], Davall Papers EL/D2/50-50a.

\(^{18}\) \textit{Ibid.}

\(^{19}\) \textit{Ibid.}
Davall’s comments on Delisle’s mémoire, published in the next issue of the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, were received with consternation when the volume arrived at the Paris Academy. One of France’s leading mathematicians, Jean-Jacques Dortous de Mairan, took it upon himself to investigate the matter further. After visiting Delisle’s workshop to review his manuscript maps and papers, Mairan wrote a lengthy defence of his former colleague, published in the 1730 volume of the Academy’s proceedings.

Delisle had died six months before his lecture notes were sent to the printers in August 1726, explained Mairan, and the published text was neither proofread nor edited. Several errors had survived from Delisle’s handwritten lecture notes, including the statement that his ‘perfect squares’ were enclosed by parallels of 15 seconds and meridians of 20 seconds. While this was the simplified ratio used on the printed version of Delisle’s 1716 map, Mairan acknowledged, for his 1725 lecture a more accurate graticule of ‘perfect squares’ had been calculated and inscribed by hand on the adjusted version of this map. The ‘perfect squares’ on this graticule were correctly delineated with meridian sides divided by 15 seconds of latitude and parallel sides divided by ca 22 seconds of longitude.

Delisle’s calculations and conclusions were correct, insisted Mairan, because ‘après avoir examiné son mémoire, & le plan dont il s’agit, il me paroit évident que sa méprise ne tombe que sur son énoncé, & non sur ses opérations, ou sur les conséquences qu’il en a tirées … [L’erreur reprochée à M. Delisle n’est que dans l’exposé de sa méthode, & nullement dans la méthode même, ni dans les résultats].’ It was the Academy’s own procedures that were at fault here, implied Mairan, for allowing an unchecked manuscript, by a recently deceased colleague, to be published with no editorial oversight.

Davall was being deliberately provocative, Mairan implied, as he had adjusted Delisle’s calculations for Paris but assumed the estimate of London’s size to be correct, even though no details about the latter calculations were included in the published mémoire. If Delisle had committed the error Davall had noted in his Paris calculations, he would surely have made a similar mistake in estimating London’s dimensions, at a more northerly latitude,
based on the ‘perfect squares’ drawn across his modified version of the Morden and Lea map. A consistent error in both calculations would have led Delisle to over-estimate the size of London to an even greater extent than Davall claimed he had over-estimated the dimensions of Paris. But the graticule on Delisle’s modified Morden and Lea map, which Mairan had also examined, revealed accurately calculated ‘perfect squares’ for London’s latitude. Delisle’s calculations were therefore correct and consistent for both cities.24

Delisle’s honour had been unfairly impugned, concluded Mairan, as Davall’s criticisms were ‘rien de moins que de faire opérer ce sçavant Géographe d’une maniere toute differente de celle qu’il dit qu’il a fait, & la plus extravagante du monde’.25 It was ‘moralement impossible’ for Delisle to have committed such a basic error, insisted Mairan, for his maps of Paris and London proved that his calculations were correct.26

THE DISPUTE EXPLAINED

A closer inter-textual reading of these three texts, alongside related published and unpublished documents, suggests there was more at stake than a juvenile Anglo-French quarrel about the dimensions of Europe’s two largest cities. The three protagonists in this dispute—Delisle, Davall and Mairan—were each pursuing personal agendas that had little to do with the trivial matter under consideration. Their interventions were connected to wider intellectual and political tensions in which the Academy of Sciences and the Royal Society were directly implicated, though it seems unlikely they were aware of each other’s complex motives.

Delisle deciphered

From a cluttered atelier on the Quai de l’Horloge, inherited from his father Claude, Delisle published hundreds of printed maps through the opening years of the eighteenth century.27 Claude Delisle had taught history at the French royal court, and Guillaume followed in his father’s footsteps when he was appointed as the royal household’s geography tutor in 1702. Delisle’s geography lessons, illustrated with specially prepared maps, proved extremely popular with the young Louis XV, who succeeded his great grandfather, Louis XIV, at the tender age of five in 1715. As a reward for his services, the Maison du Roi granted Delisle the title premier géographe du Roi in 1718 to distinguish him from the handful of géographes ordinaires du Roi who supplied maps, globes and other geographical materials for the royal library.28

24 Ibid., M571. Neither of the adjusted maps Delisle used for his 1725 lecture seem to have survived.
25 ‘nothing less than an extravagant attempt to claim the learned geographer conducted himself in a manner quite different from he claimed’. Ibid., M572.
26 Ibid., M567.
Shortly after his appointment as royal tutor, Delisle was elected to the Academy of Sciences as an élève, the lowest of the three academician ranks. He worked as diligently as his commercial interests allowed within the Academy’s team of astronomers, directed initially by Giovanni Domenico Cassini (Cassini I) and later by his son Jacques (Cassini II). In July 1718, after his designation as premier géographe du Roi, Delisle was promoted to associé level, the second Academy rank below the senior pensionnaire status.31

By the time of his 1725 lecture, Delisle was a frustrated man. Despite his reputation as one of France’s most celebrated map-makers, and notwithstanding the affection and prestige he enjoyed at court, Delisle was convinced his scientific credentials had been overlooked by his fellow academicians. The problem arose because of the Academy’s reluctance to modify or extend the disciplinary structures that had defined its activities and publications for the preceding 25 years. In contrast to the Royal Society, which steadfastly refused categorization, the Academy was organized into six primary subjects, three mathematical (astronomy, geometry and mechanics) and three physical (anatomy, botany and chemistry), each represented by academicians of different levels of seniority. These Cartesian distinctions were enshrined in reforms drawn up in 1699 by Abbé Jean-Paul Bignon, Louis XIV’s librarian and the Academy’s president at the time.30

Delisle’s 1725 lecture was not an exercise in ‘pure curiosité’, as he claimed, but part of a campaign he had waged for several years to convince the Academy to recognize geography as a distinctive and legitimate science, separate from astronomy.31 This campaign reflected Delisle’s genuine belief in the legitimacy of geography’s scientific credentials, but was also motivated by his growing sense of personal and professional indignation at the Academy’s unwillingness to grant him pensionnaire status. Promotion to this level was unlikely, Delisle reasoned, while he remained a member of Cassini II’s team of astronomers, and so long as geography, the subject with which he was associated, was viewed as a derivative, second-order science.32

Delisle’s frustrations were probably justified, as some senior academicians viewed geography with haughty condescension. Fontenelle considered the subject an artisan craft, useful in preparing and publishing politically significant and aesthetically pleasing maps, but entirely dependent on astronomers and mathematicians for the all-important rigour and empirical data on which these maps were based. Fontenelle could not resist mocking Delisle’s time-consuming labours with navigation log-books and travel accounts even in the éloge he penned about his former colleague: ‘Quelle ennuyeuse, & fatigante discussion! Il faut être bien né Géographe pour s’y engager.’33

---

31 Delisle, op. cit. (note 2), M48.
33 ‘what a boring, & exhausting discussion! One would have to be a born geographer to engage in it’. Anon. (B. Le Bovier de Fontenelle), op. cit. (note 14), 77.
An intensifying controversy about the Paris meridian survey during the early 1720s provided Delisle with an opportunity to challenge the Academy’s established order and advance his case for promotion. Cassini II’s 1720 report on the Paris meridian concluded that a given measure of latitude in northern France covered a slightly shorter distance than the same measure in the south of the country. This implied the Earth was a spheroid elongated at the poles, a finding that contradicted the mathematical calculations of Isaac Newton and Christiaan Huygens, both of whom had previously concluded, based on different theories of gravitational attraction, that the Earth was flattened at the poles, a position Newton explained in detail in Book III of the third, 1726, edition of his *Philosophie Naturalis Principia Mathematica*.34

French opponents of Newtonian mathematics believed the Academy’s meridian survey vindicated their Cartesian perspective. However, Newton’s increasingly vocal supporters in the Academy, led by younger mathematicians such as Pierre-Louis Moreau de Maupertuis and Alexis Clairaut, doubted the accuracy of Cassini II’s survey, and their scepticism was shared by some members of Cassini’s own team of astronomers, notably Delisle’s younger brother, Joseph-Nicolas.35

The two expeditions later sponsored by the Academy to survey meridian arcs in Lapland and Peru, near the North Pole and the Equator respectively, would eventually resolve the matter in favour of Newton.36 In the meantime, however, Delisle could scarcely associate himself openly with Cassini II’s Newtonian critics without casting doubt on the accuracy of his own 1716 map of Paris, prepared under the auspices of the Academy’s meridian survey. As direct confrontation with Cassini II seemed unlikely to persuade conservative academics, Delisle sought a delicate balance that involved celebrating the Academy’s meridian survey as the scientific context in which he had prepared and


analysed his new and more accurate map of Paris, while simultaneously promoting an alternative division of labour within the Academy that would allow the preparation and interpretation of maps to become the natural preserve of geography rather than astronomy. Properly surveyed maps, even of a single city, were more than aesthetically attractive by-products of other scientific inquiries, implied Delisle. Modern, scientifically surveyed maps required a new visual and spatial language, and geography, the new science of mapped space, was now able to answer fundamental questions of relevance to natural philosophy, history and political economy.  

As his teaching at court had demonstrated, maps enlivened, visualized and explained historical events and narratives, re-affirming the traditional view of geography as ‘the eye of history’.  

By outlining a comparative historical geography of the world’s great cities, Delisle sought to intervene in the on-going ‘querelle’ between the ‘ancients’ and the ‘moderns’, the former convinced that the modern world could do no more than emulate the achievements of the ancients, the latter no less certain that modern science had long surpassed its classical forebears. Like most of his fellow academicians, Delisle was firmly on the side of the moderns, and his conclusion that Paris, London and other eighteenth-century cities were far larger than even the greatest citadels of the Roman Empire seemed to confirm the superiority of the modern age.

In addition to this historical argument, Delisle sought to promote the relevance of geography to political economy. In contrast to William Petty and British proponents of ‘political arithmetic’, who assumed urban growth should be measured solely by reference to population, Delisle’s analysis implied that the built environment provided even more revealing evidence of a city’s economic, political and cultural significance.  

In Two essays in political arithmetick, concerning the people, housing, hospitals, &c. of London and Paris (1686), Petty had claimed that ‘London hath more people and housing than the Cities of Paris and Rouen put together, and is also more considerable in several other respects’, a conclusion based on his analyses of the London bills of mortality and related documents from other European cities.

This confident assertion prompted a vigorous late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century debate about the best way to measure and compare the populations of European cities. The resulting investigations by British empiricists such as John Graunt, Gregory King and William Maitland, and their European counterparts Willem Kersseboom and

---

37 Delisle, op. cit. (note 2), M48.  
38 Heffernan, op. cit. (note 28).  
41 Italics in the original. See C. H. Hull (ed.), The economic writings of William Petty (Cambridge University Press, 1899), vol. II, pp. 452–479, 502–514 and 515–521. The Two Essays were written in English but originally published in French translation as Deux essais d’arithmetique politique, touchant les villes de Londres et de Paris (chés B. G., London, 1686). The English version was printed in London the following year by ‘J. Floyd’, though some of the text had previously appeared in W. Petty, ‘An extract of two essays in political arithmetick concerning the comparative magnitudes, &c. of London and Paris’, PTRS 16 (185), 152 (1686). For Petty’s other comparative comments from this period, see his Essay in political arithmetick concerning the growth of the City of London (1682) and Observations upon the cities of London and Rome (1687).  
Johan Peter Süßmilch, confirmed beyond reasonable doubt that London’s early eighteenth-century population of ca 500,000 was larger than that of Paris, and growing more rapidly than any other European city.43

Unable to challenge this consensus, Delisle sought to shift the focus of inquiry about the nature of cities from population to space. By asserting the importance of urban space, Delisle hoped to promote geography’s credentials as the science of spatial measurement and inquiry, at all scales from the local to the global. He also sought to demonstrate geography’s practical utility in facilitating the effective policing and fiscal administration of rapidly expanding towns and cities. If this intellectual manoeuvre served to reinforce the cultural pre-eminence of Paris in the European urban hierarchy, so much the better.

London’s population may have been expanding at an unprecedented rate, Delisle acknowledged, but Paris was still Europe’s leading city based on the secure foundations of its built form, the scale and grandeur of which remained unequalled. Delisle’s 1725 lecture can be read, therefore, as a spirited attempt to re-define the cultural and civilizational significance of cities by reference to directly measurable built environments rather than populations whose size could only be estimated from documents created for other purposes.44

Davall deconstructed

If Delisle’s mémoire was informed by a complex hidden agenda, the same was true of Davall’s critical response. Despite his Anglicized forename, Peter Davall was every bit as French as Delisle. Pierre Davall, as he was still known to his many French-speaking friends, was an ambitious young Middle Temple lawyer, prominent in the Huguenot community that settled in London to escape religious persecution in France following the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685.45 It is unclear when Davall arrived in London, but his education in the English capital was apparently overseen by two fellow Huguenots, the journalist Pierre des Maizeaux, best known as editor and translator of the Huguenot philosopher Pierre Bayle, and the mathematician Abraham de Moivre, renowned for his work on probability theory.46


De Moivre and des Maizeaux were Fellows of the Royal Society, elected in 1697 and 1720 respectively, and influential in the free-thinking, often republican clientele of the London coffee-houses favoured by Huguenots: the Rainbow, close to St Martin-in-the-Fields church and several French bookshops; the Grecian on Devereux Street; and Old Slaughter’s on St Martin’s Lane.47 In a letter to des Maizeaux dated June 1706, Davall revealed his familiarity with these gathering places, his connections to fellow Huguenots, such as Peter de Magneville, Peter (Pierre) Coste, Michel de La Roche, Francis Fauquière and Isaac Guion, and his intellectual and social debt to des Maizeaux, whose temporary absence from London he lamented: ‘depuis vostre depart il me semble que tout languit. Plus de cabaret; plus de joie; plus de ces conversations dégagées de tous préjugez ou nous nous abandonnions quelquefois Lorsque vous estiez parmi nous. Nostre petite Société a perdu en vous le lien qui nous unissoit, et jusqu’ou que vous reveniez je la regarde comme dissipée et comme rompue.’48

The fact that Davall encountered Delisle’s mémoire only a few months after its publication confirms that London’s tight-knit Huguenot community was fully aware of the latest scientific developments in Paris. There is no evidence of direct communication between Delisle and Davall, though the latter would have known of the former’s death as Fontenelle’s éloge was printed in the same HARS volume as the 1725 mémoire. In his covering letter to Rutty, Davall referred to ‘a conversation we had some days ago about the greatness of London with respect to Paris’, implying the two men had anticipated Delisle’s analysis.49 This may have been a coincidence, to be sure, but it is possible that Davall knew of Delisle’s mémoire in advance and, while awaiting full details, had raised the topic with Rutty. It is not entirely inconceivable that the ‘homme exact & intelligent’ mentioned in Delisle’s mémoire, the source of information on London’s changing geography, was a Huguenot based in the English capital known to both Delisle and Davall.

Like most Huguenots, Davall revered Newton and was most likely sceptical of Cassini II’s claim that the Academy’s meridian survey had undermined the English mathematician’s predictions about the size and shape of the earth.50 As Delisle’s analysis seemed, on first inspection, to be a loyal attempt to demonstrate how the meridian survey revealed the spatial pre-eminence of Paris over London, Davall’s criticisms were almost certainly intended to raise further doubts about the accuracy of the Academy’s meridian project.

By defending his adopted city’s status as Europe’s greatest capital, regardless of how this superiority was measured, Davall was also implying that London’s less pleasing configuration...
reflected the modern commercial and political forces that had shaped its development as the world’s most important centre of maritime trade. The implication seemed obvious: the geography of Paris suggested military considerations and a dynastic, absolutist authority; the geography of London revealed a population growth far in excess of other European cities precisely because refugees from religious and political persecution were welcomed in the English capital, alongside countless British migrants who flocked to the city in search of economic, social and intellectual improvement.

**Mairan’s motives**

So what of Mairan’s spirited rejection of Davall’s criticisms? Why did this emollient savant, who later served as the Academy’s scrupulously diplomatic permanent secretary in the 1740s, write at length and in such impassioned terms when a simple explanation and erratum would have quickly resolved the matter? And why did Mairan raise the stakes by ignoring Davall’s conciliatory conclusion and insisting that his criticisms were a personal attack on Delisle’s integrity?

There is no evidence that Mairan knew Davall was an exiled French Huguenot—nor is it obvious how that knowledge would have influenced his response that rested, ultimately, on a gentlemanly appeal to trust his word of honour that he had consulted the relevant papers and maps and satisfied himself that Delisle had acted in good faith—but Mairan’s motives were probably as complex and subtle as those of Delisle and Davall. Ostensibly directed at Davall, and by implication at the Newtonian Royal Society, Mairan’s defence of Delisle’s lecture and mémoire was also, and perhaps primarily, intended to convince his fellow academicians that his former colleague’s campaign to establish a new Academy position in geography remained a legitimate and necessary objective.

Delisle’s campaign had been pursued since his death by his widow Marie, who had lobbied Mairan and other academicians, including Bignon, newly restored as Academy president, and the Comte de Maurepas, the Academy’s vice-president and secretary to the Maison du Roi, on behalf of Delisle’s long-serving assistant and protégé, Philippe Buache. The 30-year-old Buache was ideally placed to revive the Delisle family business, Marie insisted, and thereby preserve a map-making facility of national and international cultural and political significance.

Buache should be invited to replace Delisle as geography tutor at court, Marie reasoned, preferably with an enhanced pension. Once that position was secured, she reasoned, Buache would be able to realize her husband’s long-standing ambition by seeking election to the Academy as its first officially recognized geographer. To ensure Buache’s permanent commitment to this cause, Marie arranged for him to marry her teenage daughter Charlotte, a union approved by the Maison du Roi.

Mairan knew Buache from his investigations in Delisle’s workshop, and was sympathetic to Marie’s campaign. Other senior academicians were also convinced, including Bignon, Maurepas and the naturalist René-Antoine Ferchault Réaumur. The Newtonian mathematicians
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53 See Heffernan, ‘Geography and the Paris Academy of Sciences’, *op. cit.* (note 27), and for more on the unofficial role of women inside and outside the Academy, see M. Terrall, ‘Gendered spaces, gendered audiences: inside and outside the Paris Academy of Sciences’, *Configurations* 3, 207–232 (1995).
Maupertuis and Clairaut were also supportive, sensing an opportunity to diminish Cassini II’s dominance. Cassini II was adamantly opposed, however, and nominated his cousin, the Academy astronomer Giacomo Filippo Maraldi, as Delisle’s replacement at court in the spring of 1726. \(^{54}\) Once the prolific Maraldi assumed Delisle’s responsibilities, within and beyond the Academy, Marie’s spirited campaign stalled.

When Maraldi died in December 1729, aged 64, the possibility of Buache succeeding Delisle was revived. After additional lobbying, Buache was finally elected as the Academy’s first geographer in June 1730, having inherited Delisle’s business and succeeded to Maraldi’s position at court. \(^{55}\) By defending Delisle’s methods and conclusions from what he claimed was unwarranted English criticism, and by emphasizing the Academy’s own editorial failings, Mairan sought to draw attention to Delisle’s overlooked scientific contributions and offer welcoming support to Buache as Delisle’s successor in a reformed Academy as a geographer rather than as an astronomer. In his concluding sentence, Mairan looked forward to Buache resolving the dispute as Davall had proposed: ‘le public n’y perdra rien, si M. Buach se determine, comme il le sait espérer, à mesurer lui-même, tant sur les Mémoires de M. Delisle, que sur de nouvelles pieces, l’étendue de Paris & de Londres, & à justifier par-là d’une manière encore plus directe, & plus détaillée que je n’ai fait, le fameux Géographe que tout le monde sçavant regrette, en demeurent riche du fruit de ses travaux.’ \(^{56}\)

Mairan was in some respects an unlikely supporter of Delisle’s campaign. Often regarded as a die-hard Cartesian, he was a natural ally of Cassini II, and his defence of Delisle’s meridian-based survey of Paris could easily be interpreted in these terms. \(^{57}\) However, the historian Ellen McNiven Hine has recently demonstrated that Mairan was more convinced by Newtonian mathematics than previously acknowledged. Mairan’s primary objective, McNiven Hine argues, was an unlikely compromise between Cartesians and Newtonians within the Academy, a form of ‘Cartonianism’ that involved public displays of loyalty to Cassini II and the Academy’s Cartesians with an increasingly confident and assertive promotion of Newtonian perspectives. This was the same tightrope on which Delisle had sought to tread, and Mairan’s willingness to support Buache’s candidature as Delisle’s replacement in a different disciplinary category was consistent with this objective. \(^{58}\)

**Cartographic Consequences**

This long-forgotten dispute had direct consequences for the subsequent cartographic representations of Paris and London in the 1730s and 1740s. Delisle’s surveys of Paris
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54 Archives Nationales de France O\(^1\) 69, fols 184–185. Maraldi received a 1000 livre annual pension, but only as a ‘géographe ordinaire du Roi’, a title awarded on 11 May 1726.


56 ‘the public will lose nothing, if Mr Buache so determines, for it is to be hoped that he himself knows how to measure, based on the memoirs of Mr Delisle or on new evidence, the dimensions of Paris & London, & in so doing can justify in a manner still more direct, & and more detailed than I have done here, the reputation of the famous Geographer that the entire scholarly world mourns while remaining rich in the fruits of his labours’. Mairan, op. cit. (note 21), M574.


were extended after his death by several map-makers, including Abbé Jean Delagrive, a Lazarist Catholic priest, who produced a series of maps of the city and its environs, orientated around the meridian line, beginning with *Nouveau Plan de Paris et ses faubourgs dressé sur la Méridienne de l’Observatoire et levé géométriquement*, published in 1728, the first city plan to be sold by public subscription. The Plan Roussel, prepared in 1730 by a map-maker about whom virtually nothing is known save the date of his death in 1733, was another detailed update of Delisle’s 1716 map, also orientated along the Paris meridian.

The best-known map of Paris in this period was, however, the Plan Turgot, named after Michel-Étienne Turgot, the city’s prévot des marchands, who commissioned a new survey of the city in the early 1730s. The stunning result—a bird’s-eye portrait viewed from an oblique, isometric perspective to the north-west—was an elaborate promotional exercise. The survey was carried out by Louis Bretez, an architectural draughtsman and professor of perspective in the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture, who measured and sketched every nook and corner of the city’s built environment from 1734 to 1736, armed with official papers giving him access to private courtyards and buildings. Bretez’s drawings were engraved onto 20 brass plates (still preserved in the Louvre) by Claude Lucas, the principal engraver of the Academy of Sciences, and his assistant Antoine Coquart. Copies of the expensively bound 1:400 scale atlas, completed in 1738 and published the following year, were presented to Louis XV, prominent dignitaries in France and several foreign heads of state, including the Emperor of China.

There is no evidence that Turgot or Bretez were aware of the controversy surrounding Delisle’s 1725 mémoire. Bretez’s spectacular representation was in many respects a continuation of an earlier, less obviously scientific form of urban mapping in which the grandeur of churches, buildings and squares was emphasized rather than the triangulated spaces surveyed by Delisle and other modern cartographers for their modern ichnographic maps. And yet Delisle’s claim that a city’s character is defined by its spaces rather than...
its inhabitants was in other respects re-affirmed by Brezet’s dramatic portrait of the Parisian built environment. As Davall noted, once London was accurately mapped using Delisle’s methods, it would no longer be possible to claim that Paris was geographically the more expansive of the two cities. In these circumstances, perhaps it was better to create an era-defining image of Parisian space that did not allow direct scientific comparison with other cities. By accepting Delisle’s spatial interpretation of urban vitality while abandoning his comparative scientific method, the Plan Turgot was perhaps his most impressive legacy.

The impact of the Delisle–Davall–Mairan debate on the subsequent mapping of London is easier to identify. The origins of John Rocque’s great survey and map of London, published in 24 sheets in 1746–1747, can be traced directly to Davall’s suggestion that London’s spatial pre-eminence would only be conclusively proven by an accurately surveyed map of the English capital, based on techniques Delisle used for his 1716 map of Paris.⁶⁵ Sir Hans Sloane, who succeeded to the presidency of the Royal Society on Newton’s death in 1727, corresponded regularly with Bignon at the Paris Academy, to which he was elected an associate member in 1709, and was an avid reader of the HARS.⁶⁶ Aware of the controversy generated by Delisle’s 1725 mémoire, Sloane supported Davall’s call for a new survey and map of London.

Little was achieved until March 1738, when the idea was revived by George Vertue, an engraver at the Society of Antiquaries of London, and two fellow antiquaries, William Oldys and Joseph Ames. Vertue was subsequently replaced on the project by John Pine, a prominent freemason involved in the creation of London’s Grand Lodge in 1717, for which he served as principal engraver and later as George II’s Chief Engraver of the Seals. Pine recruited Rocque, like Davall a previously obscure London-based Huguenot, to undertake the topographic survey, despite the limited cartographic experience Rocque had acquired as a surveyor of English rural estates.⁶⁷

With support from officials in the London Guildhall, Pine and Rocque approached the Royal Society, where they were warmly received by vice-president Martin Folkes, the free-thinking antiquary, astronomer and mathematician, who was on good terms with Davall.⁶⁸


⁶⁸ On Folkes, who was also a student of de Moivre, see the superb biography by A. M. Roos, Martin Folkes (1690–1754): Newtonian, antiquary, connoisseur (Oxford University Press, 2021), which notes, inter multa alia, that Folkes nominated Davall, by
Folkes and Davall provided enthusiastic testimonials in support of the project’s manifesto, on 17 May 1740 and on 24 July 1742 respectively, and the scheme eventually attracted 246 subscribers, each paying three guineas.  

In an excellent recent article, architectural historian John Montague has highlighted the previously unacknowledged importance of Davall and Folkes in Rocque’s survey of London. The two men were, in effect, the ‘unofficial monitors of the project’, according to Montague. Davall, in particular, adopted a ‘supervisory and almost didactic role’, partly because he did not consider Rocque to be a suitably qualified ‘cartographer in the French mould’.  

Davall’s importance for the Rocque survey of London, revealed by his initial recommendation in his criticisms of Delisle and through his direct involvement in the project, did not go unnoticed in the Royal Society, into whose fellowship he was elected in October 1740. His nomination certificate, signed in March 1739 by an impressive list of astronomers, mathematicians, antiquaries and lawyers, referred to his ‘Curious remarks publisht in the Philosophical Transactions upon Monsieur De Lisle’s comparison of London and Paris’.  

Davall, later associated with the ‘Hardwicke’ circle of Whig aristocrats, played an important role managing the Royal Society’s finances and investments as secretary from 1747 to 1759 and vice-president from 1759 to 1762.  

**CONCLUSION**

The controversy surrounding Guillaume Delisle’s 1725 mémoire on the geographies of London, Paris and other great cities, past and present, highlights some of the themes in early-modern debates about urban life on the eve of the industrial age. Despite its flaws, Delisle’s mémoire was an important early attempt at a comparative historical geography of urban form in which cities were considered as dynamic spaces, shaped by changing economic, social and political conditions. In developing this thesis, Delisle made use of new cartographic techniques to map urban space with hitherto unimagined accuracy and with reference to an external, scientifically surveyed national space.  

Delisle’s mémoire, Davall’s criticisms and Mairan’s defence can be considered with reference to the more substantial disputes between Cartesians and Newtonians into which both the Academy of Sciences and the Royal Society were drawn. This context suggests the controversy surrounding Delisle’s claims was more complex and multi-faceted than is initially apparent. The three protagonists in this dispute were pursuing distinctive personal then secretary of the Royal Society, as executor of his estate and awarded him a generous bequest of £100 and a silver watch in his will.
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agendas that would not have been obvious to each other. Delisle’s analysis was part of a campaign to promote disciplinary re-alignment within the Academy and recognize the new science of geography he claimed to represent. Davall’s criticisms of Delisle reflected his Huguenot political and religious beliefs and a deep-seated suspicion of any claims about the pre-eminence of Paris over his adopted city of London, whose supremacy would be confirmed, he insisted, by a modern scientific survey. Mairan’s defence of Delisle’s methods reflected a desire to protect the Paris Academy’s scientific reputation while seeking an accommodation between rival Cartesian and Newtonian perspectives. This inconclusive and long-forgotten quarrel had tangible consequences for subsequent urban mapping surveys, including those culminating in the two most celebrated urban representations of the period—the Turgot plan of Paris in the late 1730s and the Rocque map of London in the 1740s.
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